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- Cast components will be of 100% recycled
aluminum; ASTM B261.

- Castings will be squared and flat, free of
burrs, slag, air pockets, blow holes, flashing,
and grinding or welding on exposed surfaces.
Excessive warping or shrinkage is not
acceptable.

- Fabricated components will be mild carbon
steel, ASTM A36.

- All visible welds to be ground smooth on
outside edges.

- Fabrication will be true to square, or
diameter and sized within 1/8".

- Finish to be powder coat, standard UA
color and applied per UA specifications. If
alternate color or finish is required, please
provide all finish information for UA approval.

- Dimensions shown are nominal.

- For cases of "or equal" consideration, our
finished, full size product should be
compared with the alternative product for
general quality, surface finish, precise
pattern work, metal characteristics, and
overall design aesthetics.



22"Ø SPUN STEEL DOME

32 GAL PLASTIC LINER

DECORATIVE
TRASH RECEPTACLE.

BASE THREADED
TO RECEIVE

LEVELING FEET.

(x4) 3 8"-16 x 15
8" THREAD,

1-9/16" BASE.
LEVELING FOOT

LATCH BOLTED ON.

HINGE TYP. (x2) EACH
WELD ATTACHED

DOME ATTACHMENT
LOCATION, TYP (x3).
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- Cast components will be of 100% recycled
aluminum; ASTM B261.

- Castings will be squared and flat, free of
burrs, slag, air pockets, blow holes, flashing,
and grinding or welding on exposed surfaces.
Excessive warping or shrinkage is not
acceptable.

- Fabricated components will be mild carbon
steel, ASTM A36.

- All visible welds to be ground smooth on
outside edges.

- Fabrication will be true to square, or
diameter and sized within 1/8".

- Finish to be powder coat, standard UA
color and applied per UA specifications. If
alternate color or finish is required, please
provide all finish information for UA approval.

- Dimensions shown are nominal.

- For cases of "or equal" consideration, our
finished, full size product should be
compared with the alternative product for
general quality, surface finish, precise
pattern work, metal characteristics, and
overall design aesthetics.
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